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Abstract: Tramway systems are more and more diffused today, to reduce pollution and greenhouse
emissions. However, their electrical feeding substations can have significant margin for improvement.
Therefore, it is questionable which kind of changes can be introduced, by changing their main features.
First of all, transformer technology can be enhanced, by moving from the standard transformer to the
amorphous metal one; thus, guaranteeing a significant reduction in losses. Then, by installing one
dedicated storage systems for each substation. This solution can help to increase the energy efficiency;
thus, recovering the tram braking energy and reducing the delivered energy from the grid, and also the
reliability of the system; thus, guarantee different levels of services, in the case of failure of a feeding
substation. This paper investigates in a systematic approach the two proposed solutions. In particular
an amorphous metal transformer has been properly designed, and performance compared to the
standard one. Then, evaluation of distributed storage installation was performed, and the aspects of
reliability for these systems evaluated. Results have shown the general feasibility of the proposed
solutions, showing a significant energy saving with respect to the conventional ones.
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1. Introduction

Tramway systems are more and more diffused today, in order to limit environmental impact
from transportation field. However, their electrical feeding substations show significant margin for
improvements by introduction of new features, to improve their technical characteristics.

Firstly, feeding system solutions typically do not allow the reversibility of power fluxes from
electrical feeding substations (ESSs). Therefore, the braking energy can be recovered only by other
trains running, when available to do that (e.g., during acceleration or constant speed phases). As deeply
investigated in [1–4], if some storage capability is used, the amount of the energy to recover can be
significantly enhanced.

Another option typically considered in the literature is the use of bidirectional feeding substations
without any storage capability, as described in [5]. However, we must consider that in this case the
amount of the recoverable energy is slightly reduced, since losses increase due to the high distances
to be covered. Additionally, the absence of storage capability does not help in improving the system
reliability, and the overall cost of the system is very high due to its complexity.

If non-reversible feeding substations equipped with storage are considered, the authors already
did the calculation of the energy saving derived from introduction of some stationary storage systems
on an existing tramway, through a simulation tool specifically developed in Modelica language,
which include the electrical network, the vehicles, and the driver [6]. This tool has been validated
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through the experimental measurements collected from an existing tramway and outputs crosschecked
also with results given by different tools, in different case studies [7]. Once developed and properly set,
the tool has allowed to demonstrate, from the evaluation of the annual demand of electricity from
electrical feeding substations (ESSs), the cost-effectiveness due the introduction of a limited number of
storage systems, allowing a payback time shorter with respect to the useful plant life [8,9]. However,
it can be of interest to analyze if the number of installed storages can further increase with respect to
what already studied, up to the installation of one storage for each electrical feeding substation (ESS),
in order to increase the system reliability and to guarantee adequate levels of redundancy in the case of
failure of one or more electrical feeding substations (ESSs). Additionally, when they are installed on
each substation, they can also reduce the size of the transformers, since they are able to sustain peaks of
power requested by the different trains on track. These aspects will be widely analyzed in this paper.

Additionally, the extensive campaign of measurements also has shown the high amount of losses
caused by the transformers linked to the MV network. Starting from this, a deep analysis about
component technologies inside each electrical feeding substation (ESS) was carried out. In particular,
utilization of the amorphous core transformer (AMT) was considered, by designing a customized
version for the considered application, in order to improve efficiency and thus verifying how much
losses can be reduced.

This paper therefore shows how to systematically improve the electrical feeding substations
(ESSs) from the point of view of the electrical energy utilization, moving from the improvement
of the transformer technology and of the solutions regarding stationary storage systems, within a
cost-effectiveness perspective.

2. Technology Improvements

2.1. Transformer

In a standard electrical feeding substation (ESS), a three-phase distribution transformer with two
LV windings, star, and delta, and a MV delta winding, is typically used. It is manufactured so there is
no phase displacement between the MV secondary winding and the LV delta winding and hence the
star LV secondary winding leads the MV winding by 30◦. Each LV winding is then connected to a
converter’s bridge [10].

This transformer typology, as all electrical machines, has losses in the windings (in losses), due to
the current circulation, and in the iron (no-load losses) due to magnetic hysteresis and eddy currents.
Although the latter are a small fraction, their contribution in energy is not negligible compared to
load losses because the transformer is always connected to the network and then subjected to the grid
voltage almost constant over time: thus their no load losses remain unchanged. Except for densely
populated urban centers, the average power delivered by a MV/LV transformer, during a week, is less
than 40% of the nominal power. This value is reduced to 10% at night. A cabin transformer generally is
oversized to compensate for, in the future, any increase of the output power, taking into account that the
average useful life exceeds thirty years. Load losses, by following the same trend, are therefore always
lower than the nominal one. All this explains the interest in industry and regulations, regarding the
realization of machines with lower iron losses. In the joint overlap regions, the losses increase around
50% due to interlaminar flux and deviation of flux from rolling direction.

In the case of converter transformer, under normal operating conditions, the current in the
windings has a stepped waveform. For a 12-pulse operating condition, the converters create harmonic
of order 12k ± 1, where k is integer, at the HV side. The presence of harmonics is one of the most severe
aspect of the converter transformer. Harmonics increase eddy losses in the windings and stray losses
in structural elements of the converter transformer. In addition, due the asymmetries in valve firing
angles in the converter, the currents in the transformer windings have a DC component. In order to
minimize excessive losses and noise, an accurate design of the magnetic circuit is needed.
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Transformers distribution (with the high voltage (HV) less than 24 kV and oil cooling) are classified
according to IEC 50464-1 based on the rated power and divided into subclasses according to the value
of no-load losses (five classes from A0 to E0) and load losses (four classes from Ak to Dk). The state of
the art is represented by machines in class CkA0.

Regulation 548/2014 of the European directive in 2009 defined the minimum efficiency requirements
and deadlines for new distribution transformers placed on the European market: class AkA0 from
July 2021 [11]. Currently in Europe, the power transformers core is made with regular grain-oriented
(RGO) silicon steel. This technology is sufficiently mature so that the achievement of greater efficiency
classes may be obtained only by decreasing the current density in the coils and the magnetic induction
in the cores, increasing the volume of the transformer. Furthermore, the production process has a
low degree of automation. Considering this background, the request for high efficiency transformers
could increase significantly in the future; therefore, the excellent market perspective for these machines
is evident.

A really interesting solution is the amorphous metal transformer (AMT). It was introduced in
the US market (in the mid-1980s), and in Southeast Asia (Japan and China) during the last decade.
The amorphous metal is a metallic alloy of iron, boron, and silicon (Fe-B-Si) made by solidifying
alloy melts at rates rapid enough to prevent the metal crystallization [12,13]. Such rapid solidification
leaves a vitrified solid with a random (amorphous) atomic structure. The high heat extraction rates
constrain the solid in the form of a thin ribbon, about 25 µm thick. Due to the presence of boron,
amorphous metal has a reduced saturation induction than RGO steel. As result, amorphous core
transformers often have a larger core cross-sectional area, resulting in larger coils and transformer
footprint. The most significant characteristic of an amorphous metal in a transformer is that it yields a
much lower core loss than even the best grades of RGO steel, by up to 70% [14].

Since the amorphous ribbon does not have a mechanical stiffness, the transformer core no longer
has the function of holding up the coils. As a result, the structural design of this machine is significantly
different compared to a transformer with RGO silicon steels, as shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Three-legged transformer core made by amorphous alloy (a); transformer continuous core [15]
during the automated manufacturing process (b).

Due to their significant different mechanical properties, another transformer manufacturing
technique is also needed. Since the material is thin, the application of amorphous metal is restricted
to wound transformer cores. Until now, the solution has been a wound core with distributed gaps:
the ends of each ribbon are lapped with each other. The flux concentrations in the neighborhood of the
joint gaps cause additional iron losses.
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By exploiting the mechanical characteristics (flexibility) of ribbon [15] proposes an innovative
assembly process for wound ferromagnetic core in which the joint gaps are eliminated, as in Figure 1b.
All this, in addition to further improvement of the efficiency, will ensure a high standard product.

The technological innovation consists in being able to wind up a ribbon of magnetic material
directly into the preformed coils. In particular the originality consists in providing a removable
automated system, constituted by a series of rolls, on which the thin sheet of amorphous material
is wound (with a thin layer of thermosetting resin deposit), mounted on a motorized guide with an
optimized shape. The shape is a closed loop (rectangular with rounded corners or elliptical) formed
around the coils.

The production process is completely different from the one currently used for the production
of core laminations, and the solution developed will allow to introduce a high degree of automation,
so that the productivity of its plants can be significantly increased.

Typically, an AMT is always more expensive than a silicon steel unit but can be more economical
in many power systems. To specify cost-effective transformer performance, utility engineers commonly
use a “loss-evaluation” method. This approach considers transformer loading patterns, energy costs,
inflation, interest rates, and other economic factors to calculate the net present value of a watt of electric
power. The combination of the initial cost of the transformer with its cost of operation, is summarized
by the total owning cost (TOC) [16]:

TOC = BP + (A·CL) + (B·LL) (1)

where BP is the bid price, A is the core loss factor, CL are the core losses (e.g., losses occurring in
the magnetic core, due to alternating magnetization), B is the Load Loss Factor, and LL are the load
losses (e.g., losses when load currents flow). In the case of energy costs sufficiently high, AMTs make
economic as well as environmental sense.

2.2. Storage System

As said, a train can send its braking energy on the catenary, only in the vicinity of other trains
running, available to adsorb that energy. Therefore, when a stationary storage system is introduced,
energy recovery is enhanced. In this way, also when no other trains are present, the storage system
can adsorb the energy from the trains engaged in braking, and delivering it at a different time,
in the presence of enough load. A detailed description of the problem, together with evaluation of
the energy saving from electrical feeding substations, is widely described in [6,8,9]. The storage is
normally not directly linked to the grid, but it is interfaced through the use of a DC/DC converter,
having different functionalities: first of all, it is possible to control the energy flows; thus, preserving
the storage system by the delivery or adsorption of high current peaks. Then, SOC drift can be avoided;
therefore, maintaining the battery at an intermediate SOC value; thus, avoiding progressive charging or
discharging, leaving it able to recover or deliver energy. Finally, to guarantee flexibility in the storage
sizing, having the battery voltage not dependent from the operating pantograph voltage.

At least in theory, each electrical feeding substation (ESS) can be equipped with its dedicated
storage or, to reduce costs, just a few storage systems can be installed, in correspondence to one or
a few more substations. Certainly, when the number of storage systems equals the number of the
feeding substations (ESSs), it is possible to reduce the sizing of the transformer, e.g., up to half of the
original power, since the extra-power needed can be delivered by the storage systems.

This aspect, also by guaranteeing a reduction of the transformer TOC, as general rule, can therefore
compensate, or at least cancel, the extra-costs needed for the storage systems. Additionally, extra-services
can also be provided, by guaranteeing the train are at least able to reach the nearest train stop, in the
case of failures of one or more ESSs. In this way, system reliability is enhanced, and adequate levels of
redundancy are given.
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Another aspect of interest is given by the technology used for the application. In fact, many lithium-based
technologies are today available. One of the most common, based on utilization of lithium-iron-phosphate
(LFP) cells [17], considered also in [8,9], which are typically considered in energy-oriented applications,
and characterized by very low costs. In the last years, other technologies have been more and more
considered, much more oriented in delivering or adsorbing high powers for short time durations. In particular
lithium-titanate (LTO) cells [18] are specifically power-oriented, and therefore aligned to the application
requirements, in which high current peaks have to be adsorbed during the regenerative braking of the trains.
In fact, according to authors experience and manufacturer indications [18], they are able to sustain high
charging or discharging current peaks, in the order of ten times their nominal capacity, for several tens of
thousands of cycles; thus, showing also a significant life resistance to number of cycles.

3. The System Under Study

3.1. Architecture

The system under analysis is in Bergamo (Italy). The pattern has a full length of 12 km, and it is
characterized by 10 feeding electrical substations (ESSs), whose positions are in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Position of the electrical feeding substations (ESSs) in blue and stops in red along the path
(distances from the terminal are indicated in meters).

The main technical data of this system are in the next Table 1.

Table 1. Main features of the system.

Tram

Empty Mass (t) 41.9

Load mass (t) 17.4
Max power (kW) 628

Max tractive force (kN) 72.1
Max speed (km/h) 70

Electrical Feeding Substations

Medium voltage (kV) 15
Output No load DC voltage (V) 798

Max power (MW) 2.0

The feeding supply system is schematically represented in the next Figure 3. How visible, each ESS
has a MV/LV transformer (TR1) with its converter, in order to feed energy needed for propulsion. Then,
a second transformer (TR2) feeds the LV auxiliary loads, e.g., visual and acoustic signals of each ESS
and of the nearest train stop. As always depicted in Figure 3, energy meters were installed in each ESS
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to measure energy flows, and also additional data logger were introduced, to measure instantaneous
DC voltage and current. Measurement devices are also indicated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Scheme of ESS, including measurement system.

The main characteristics of the transformer TR1 are in the next Table 2.

Table 2. Main parameters of the standard transformer (TR1).

Rated Power 2.2 MVA

Voltage (primary/secondary) 15/04 kV

Number of primary windings 1 (Delta)

Number of secondary windings 2 (Star–Delta)
Vector group Dy11d0

Medium Dry

Iron core Layout Three limbs
Iron core Material Cold-rolled grain-oriented steel (CRGO)

Winding material Copper

Maximum load losses Pk 17.5 kW

Maximum no-load losses P0 4.5 kW

Efficiency at full load 0.990

3.2. Energy Flows

Campaign of measurements accurately described in [8] allows to evaluate how energy fluxes
are divided between losses of the devices in each ESS, energy demands of the trains, e.g., the energy
needed for traction and for on-board auxiliary loads, and the energy required by LV auxiliary loads.
Moreover, these measurements have been performed considering the real number of trains in operation,
variable depending on the considered day. In this way, school working days, having some hours
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per day characterized by ten trains in operation, no-school working days, in which five trains are
in operation, and finally holidays, having just three trains on track. Additionally, also effects of the
season were considered, e.g., having different contributions from heating or air conditioning systems.
Results for a mid-season no-school working day, in the case of three ESSs, are in the next Table 3.
Energy losses are in the range 20–24%. Further details are in [8,9].

Table 3. Daily energy flows for three ESSs.

ESSs Daily Energy MV (kWh) Aux Energy LV (%) 1 ESS Losses (%) 1 Traction Energy (%) 1

San Fermo 1231 16.3 18.4 65.3
Alzano 882 22.3 22.4 55.3
Albino 1167 10.8 18.5 70.7

1 Related to the corresponding daily MV energy.

As further step, yearly consumptions have been measured, and shown in the next Table 4.
The full energy consumption from MV is shared between energy demand for traction, losses and LV
auxiliary loads.

Table 4. Annual energy demand.

Energy from ESSs (MWh/y)

Total MV Energy (a) 4100
Traction (b) 2756
LV Aux Energy (c) 738
Losses 606

How visible, annual energy losses from the transformer and its dedicated converter are about 15%
of the total MV energy demand. It is therefore needed an accurate in-depth analysis of the standard
transformer losses, thus evaluating the benefits given by utilization of the amorphous core transformer
technology (AMT).

4. The Amorphous Metal Transformer (AMT)

4.1. Design of the Transformer

In order to improve the system reliability, the transformer TR1 can be replaced by two identical
transformers having half power (i.e., 1100 kVA), in parallel connection. The main aim of the activity was
therefore the design of a 1100 kVA AMT transformer, having one primary and two secondary windings.

First of all, starting from the architecture depicted in Figure 1a, it has been made the analytical
winding size, then moving to the CAD modelling and finally the FEM analysis. Main parameters of
the 1100 kVA rectifier transformer with amorphous alloy core have been finally summarized in the
next Table 5. The design is compliance with EN-60146–1-3. The rated voltage and currents in primary
and secondary windings of the transformer are 15 kV/0.4 kV and 42 A/538 A, respectively.

The operating flux density in the transformer core is fixed around 1.6 T to mitigate the effects of
harmonics and dc component of the winding current. Due to the shape of the amorphous alloy strip,
the cross section of the core is generally made rectangular, and the winding is also made rectangular.
Delta and star LV windings are insulated from one another. MV windings are wrapped between the
LV windings. Usually, LV windings are foil wound and MV may be windings disc wound. Both are
made by aluminum.

As remarked, the detailed 3D FEM analysis has been carried out in order to validate the design of
the transformer by using Simcenter Magnet software [19].
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Table 5. Main parameters of 1100 kVA amorphous core transformer (AMT) transformer.

Rated Power 1.1 MVA

Voltage (primary/secondary) 15/04 kV

Number of primary windings 1 (Delta)

Number of secondary
windings 2 (Star–Delta)

Vector group Dy11d0

Medium Dry

Iron core Layout Three limbs
Iron core Material Amorphous Metglass 2600

Weight 2200 kg

W × H × D 1100 mm × 1500 mm × 284 mm

Winding material Aluminum

Core mass 980 kg

Magnetic flux density 1.4 T

Vcc % 3.5 %

Maximum load losses Pk 6.0 kW

Maximum no-load losses P0 0.6 kW

Efficiency at full load 0.9924

4.2. Application to the Tramway System

After designing the AMT transformer, it is important to evaluate which help this latter can
guarantee on the full amount of energy consumption evaluation, as in the previous Table 4. Tables 2
and 5 show that both load and no-load losses are reduced. In detail, load losses are decreased from
17.5 kW to 12 kW in the case of two AMT transformers connected in parallel, while a significant
reduction concerns the no-load losses, moving from 4.5 kW to 1.2 kW. Although these values are
negligible with respect to the load losses amount, we must consider that they occur on the full number
of hours per day, while load losses are present only in the average period of use. This is because, it is
therefore needed to calculate through a weighted average the effects of the contributions of losses.
In particular, we can consider what is currently shown in Equation (2).

Ltot = nt·nd·(tCL·CL + tLL·LL) (2)

where Ltot is the full amount of losses per year given by utilization of standard transformers, nt is the
number of the transformers, nd is the operative number of days per year, CL are the core power losses
calculated for the time duration tCL, i.e., equal to 24 h/day, LL are the full load losses, calculated for the
average time duration tLL. Moving from the previous experimental evaluation of losses, for which
606 MWh/y were measured (see Table 4), and by using data of standard transformers, i.e., having CL
and LL respectively equal to 4.5 kW and 17 kW, it was then possible to obtain the average time duration
tLL by utilization of Equation (2). It was finally considered 10 installed transformers, and 8760 operative
hours per year. In particular, we obtained:

tLL =
Ltot

nt·nd·LL
−

tCL·CL

LL
= 3.4 h/day (3)

Moving from this, relation Equation (2) was newly adopted, by changing CL and LL to the values
of the AMT transformers, e.g., 1.2 kW and 12 kW, respectively (see Table 4), and by taking unmodified
the previously time durations. With the new sizing for the transformer, and by taking unmodified the
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architecture of Figure 3, losses changes from 606 MWh/y to 254 MWh/y; thus, having a 58% reduction.
Therefore, by taking the same requests for traction (e.g., 2756 MWh/y) and auxiliary loads (738 MWh/y),
the total MV energy request is reduced to 3748 MWh/y.

In conclusion, the total MV energy shows an 8% reduction, and losses are about 7% of the total MV
energy demand. The amount of losses are therefore considerably reduced compared to before. This is
visible also from Equation (1). In fact, TOC reduction is about 20% than for the standard transformer.

It is finally questionable if also the TR2 transformer, aimed to feed auxiliary loads, could be
replaced with the introduction of a second AMT transformer. However, its reduced power (i.e., 200 kVA
with respect to 2.2 MVA) would make a negligible reduction in the LV aux energy spent, if an equivalent
improvement of efficiency as for the TR1 would be considered, in the order of a few MW per year.

5. Storage System Integration

5.1. Storage System Sizing

The architecture of each ESS, when equipped with some storage capability, in the next Figure 4,
while the final sizing of the considered stationary storage system is instead shown in Table 6. The first
rows show the two different lithium-based technologies which have been considered. The first one is
based on LFP cells [17], while the second one is based on LTO cells [18].

Figure 4. Scheme of the ESS equipped with storage system.

Table 6. Storage system sizing.

Technology LFP LTO

Nominal cell voltage (V) 32 2.4
Nominal cell capacity (Ah) 160 10
Max allowed charging current (A/Ah) 6 60
Cost (€/kWh) 150 600

Number of cells in series 190 254
Number of cells in parallel 1 5
Nominal battery capacity (Ah) 160 50
Nominal battery energy (kWh) 97.3 30.5

According to manufacturer indications [18], the maximum allowed charging cell current is
extremely higher for LTO, which value has been calculated from the declared input power, fixed at
1500 W. It must also be said that the LFP manufacturer [17] does not give precise indications regarding
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performance in the case of charging pulses, which have been prudently fixed to 6 A/Ah, with respect to
10 A/Ah declared for discharging pulses. Finally, cell costs have been estimated from experience by the
authors [8].

The sizing of the battery pack was made having as reference the peak of charging current, which the
battery is subjected during the train braking phases, i.e., about 1000 A with 10 trains on the line
corresponding to a rush hour. How visible from the last rows of Table 6, the 160 Ah-capacity selected for
the LFP cell perfectly matches this performance requirement. However, the capacity has to be selected
also to guarantee a corresponding SOC variation compatible with the expected life of that battery.
In this way, the number of charging-discharging cycles, having every day up to 10 trains on the line,
which are continuously engaged in acceleration and braking phases, can reach hundreds of thousands
in a few years. This solicitation can be sustained from the battery only when the corresponding SOC
variation during cycling is within the range 5–10% [20–22]. In the case of the LFP solution, because of
their worst performance, SOC variation under this condition must not overcome 5%. Regarding the
LTO solution, although a smaller capacity would be acceptable as well regarding the maximum stress
required, a capacity of at least 50 Ah is needed to stay within the indicated SOC variation, to preserve
the battery life. Moreover, different lithium cell technologies (e.g., NMC, NCA, etc.) could at least
be used in theory; however, as first approximation their general characteristics can be aligned to the
typologies here described, and their performance within the considered range, mainly LTO oriented
when able to sustain high charging/discharging current rates. An additional example describing the
utilization of high-power batteries is detailed in [23].

The quantity of the braking energy to be recovered in the different scenarios was analyzed by
means of a simulation tool developed in Modelica language [24] in order to evaluate the power and
energy flows on the overall system. In this way, the supply network, the catenary, and the trains
running have been simulated, following the same approach as in [6,25].

The tool was then validated by the utilization of the daily and annual energy flows, respectively
shown in Tables 3 and 4. Obviously, daily energy flows have made it possible to correctly calibrate
the ESS model parameters, the braking energy control strategy and the trains energy consumptions,
by setting the maximum allowed speed along the different sections of the route, and the different mix
of auxiliary loads. In this way, the tool was able to be aligned with the indicated energy required for
traction in the last row of Table 4, with a gap of about 1%.

Once validated, the tool was to evaluate the energy saving gained from the installation of storage
systems, from one up to ten, e.g., one for each ESS. Energy saving was evaluated as difference between
the total energy delivered by the ESSs in the configuration without storage, and the total energy
delivered by the ESSs in the configuration with the number of the storage systems examined. Results,
taken from [9] for clarity, are in the next Table 7.

Table 7. ESSs energy demand for traction and related energy saving, for different storage systems option.

Case Energy Delivered by
the ESSs (MWh/y)

Energy Saving
(MWh/y)

Base (no storage) 2756 -
1 Storage system 2604 180
3 Storage systems 2088 696
5 Storage systems 1805 979

10 Storage systems 1680 1104

It is apparently questionable if the storage sizing needs to be updated when the number of storages
rises up from one up to ten units. In fact, at equal number of trains, power, and energy flows to be
managed would be shared in a larger number of storages; thus, allowing a downsizing in terms of
nominal capacity. However, it is also possible to observe how the need to preserve the SOC fluctuation
within a narrow band, makes the choice of maintaining the original storage sizing. This is visible also
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in the next Figure 5, where battery current and SOC are shown in the case of ten storage systems,
for which LTO technology has been chosen. As said before, current peaks do not overcome 1000 A,
and SOC variation is about 10%. Figure 5 refers to the case of a rush hour, with 10 trains running.

Figure 5. Battery current and SOC when having 10 storage systems installed, rush hour (ten trains running).

5.2. System Reliability

From the numbers of Table 7, it is clear that the best choice from the energy saving point of view
is the installation of three storage systems; in fact, further energy saving due the increment of the
storage systems up the three units cannot be compensated by their extra-purchase costs. Some sensitive
analysis for different scenarios, including different costs of electricity and storage technologies are
detailed in [8]. However, installation up to 10 storage systems, although less cost-efficient, may be
useful as well in order to improve the system reliability. In this regard, two possible failures have to
be considered:

The first failure typology takes into consideration that all the ESSs are subjected to blackout,
with the electrical feeding from the grid immediately stopped. In this way, each storage system
installed must serve one train on average, allowing it to reach at least two nearest subsequent train
stops. This means, by considering the sequence of train stops of the previous Figure 2, each train has to
cover under these conditions a traveled distance not higher than 3 km.

From simulation results, the traction energy consumption at constant speed is in the range
2.6–3.2 kWh/km for the trains running at 50 or 70 km/h respectively. Therefore, the two considered
configurations were checked. In this way, considering a mid SOC level and running at the highest
speed (i.e., 70 km/h), each battery pack can move at the maximum constant speed (i.e., 70 km/h) the
train for about 4.8 km or 15.2 km, respectively. Therefore, the requirement to let each train running to
the nearest station has been fully met.

As second failure, it has been considered the situation in which one single ESS stops working.
The failure can affect or not the stationary storage, installed in parallel. In this case, no change
in normal operation is allowed, to guarantee the business continuity for the service. Naturally,
both the two storage configurations have been simulated. The matrix shown in the next Table 8 shows
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all the considered case studied, which simulate a failure at the beginning, in the middle or at the
end of the pattern, in which electrical feeding substations (ESSs) are numbered from 1 (e.g., David,
see Figure 2) to up 10 (e.g., Albino, see Figure 2). When the failure of the storage is included, it is
indicated in the corresponding row, always in Table 8. Table 8 shows results from simulation outputs
in terms of functionality, indicating when service interruption (-) or business continuity (x) occur,
in correspondence with the hypothesized failures.

Table 8. Matrix of test cases, failure of one ESS including storage or not, for different storage systems
option; business continuity (x), service interruption (-).

Failure LFP Storage LTO Storage

ESS1 x x
ESS1; storage 1 - -

ESS5 x x
ESS5; storage 5 x x

ESS10 x X
ESS10; storage 10 - -

In this way, the following main remarks can be achieved. First of all, when the failure involves
both the ESS and the corresponding storage, the business continuity cannot be guaranteed in each
condition, if the reference power of 1 MW is installed for each ESS. In fact, due occasional overlap
of acceleration and running phases of multiple trains in the same portion of the track, power peaks
delivered from the ESS can reach a maximum value nearly about 1.6 MW. This is visible in the plot of
the next Figure 6, where the maximum power from ESS1 is shown, in the case of all ESSs perfectly
working, or when a failure concerns the nearest ESS0. How visible, the maximum extra-peak to be
supplied is about 400 kW, and it remains sustainable when the full power of 2.2 MW is yet available,
i.e., with standard transformers, or with two AMT transformers installed in parallel (see Section 4.2).

Figure 6. Power delivered from ESSs, in the case of failure from ESS1 (top) or no failure (bottom).
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On the other hand, when half-power transformers having 1.1 MW are used, the extra-power
needed has to be provided by the storage systems, and losses decrease from 4.5 kW and 17.5 kW
(see Table 2), at exactly the half value, i.e., 2.3 kW and 8.8 kW, respectively; thus, further reducing the
amount of losses calculated in the Section 4.2.

In particular, stationary storage systems are mandatory, in order to guarantee the extra-power
needed. The two storage systems may appear useful as well, although the LTO configuration is
properly designed for delivering high current rates, while the LFP configuration is exploited at its
maximum performance, having about 600 kW delivered, aligned to the maximum allowed current rate
of 6 A/Ah. Finally, when no overlap happens among multiple trains running, the business continuity
is guaranteed also in the presence of a failure concerning both the storage and the feeding substation;
this is the case when the failure refers to ESS4 and ESS9, always in Table 8.

6. Conclusions

This paper has described how it is possible to improve electrical feeding substations, by changing
transformer technology and by installing dedicated high-power oriented storage systems.

In particular, a considerable reduction in losses up to 58% has been performed by simply
changing the transformer technology, which guarantee a cost of ownership significantly lower than
the standard transformer solution. Additionally, further losses reduction is obtainable by introducing
half-power transformers.

Then, installation of storage systems was analyzed also by considering the improvement in terms
of system reliability, in addition to energy efficiency. Results have shown also that installation of the
storages is able to guarantee different tramway services, also when reducing the sizing of the installed
transformers. Moreover, this last aspect can also compensate the extra-costs for the storages.

The presented results are produced on a specific case study, which represents a typical configuration
for very common tramway systems and trolleybuses. Since significant similarities can be identified
regarding the technical characteristics of these systems, it is therefore to be expected that the highlighted
benefits from the proposed changes are nearly the same by moving from one system to another.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ESS electrical feeding substation
AMT amorphous core transformer
LV low voltage
MV medium voltage
RGO gular grain-oriented
SOC state of charge
TOC total owning cost
LFP lithium ferro-phosphate
LTO lithium-titanate battery
NMC nickel manganese cobalt oxide
NCA lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide
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